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THEMES
Urban Growth and Peri-Urban Sprawl
Sustainable Tourism and Recreation
Heritage and Identities
Rural Fringe
Landscape Perception
Landscape and Democracy

München – Freising 2017
THEME – Urban Growth and Peri-Urban Sprawl

**Poster 102** Beyond Sustainable Planning. Grassroots Movements Towards a New Urban and Territorial Paradigm  
Nicole DEL RE

**Poster 109** A Landscape in Between. Driving the Transformation of Peri-Urban Sprawl in Granada-Spain  
Eduardo Jiménez MORALES, Ingrid Carolina VARGAS DÍAZ

**Poster 122** Adaptation of Climate Change and Mitigation Climate Change Impacts in Urban Parks with Bio-climatic Design Strategies  
Melda HASSAMANCIOĞLU

**Poster 123** A catalyst for the plural landscape of Zingonia. Strategies for regeneration of the former TNT  
Guido Maria AMORATİ

**Poster 127** Connect of the City and Kızılırmak  
Semih BARIŞ, Büşra ÇELGEÇ, Cennet Sema KURTBEYOĞLU, Batuğhan TURAL, Yağmur RESNE

**Poster 128** Modern Residential Area with Sustainable Rainwater Management - Central Park Estate In Warsaw  
Anna JANUS, Maciej WASILEWSKI

**Poster 131** Urban Sprawl and Land Transformation of three Different Scaled Urban Areas in Turkey  
Serhat CENGİZ, Dicle OĞUZ, Sevgi GÖRMÜŞ

**Poster 133** UIR Urban Industry Reload Frankfurt am Main – Kelsterbach  
Sobhan SAADAT, Ahmad K. ASSALA, Gwendolyn GRİFFİN

**Poster 136** Urban nature reserves  
Maciej WASILEWSKI

**Poster 137** Disordered Layers  
Ádám WEISZER

THEME – Sustainable Tourism and Recreation

**Poster 100** Development of waterside areas in Poland  
Dominika KWIAŁKOWSKA

**Poster 101** Evaluation of the Management of Seaside Rural Areas on the Examples of: Łuękcin, Rowy and Jantar  
Dominika KWIAŁKOWSKA, Emilia MARKS, Krzysztof MLYNARCZYK
THEME – Sustainable Tourism and Recreation

Poster 103 Landscape Conflict
Wiesława GADOMSKA, Patrycja PAWELEC

Poster 111 Design concept for the area around the lake in Kolezyglowy, Poland
Maciej WASILEWSKI, Anna JANUS

Poster 116 The Role of Parks in the Harmonization Process of the Refugees
İdil Kanter OTÇU, Dicle OĞUZ

THEME – Heritage and Identities

Poster 104 Transformation of Former River Line to Green Corridor of Village Gradići
Petra PEREKOVIĆ, Monika KAMENEČKI

Poster 113 Can Public Parks be the gaps to be used in the solution of urban problems?
Ecem BAKİ, Cennet TEKİN CÜRE, Dicle OĞUZ

Poster 118 Architecture as a social issue: the case of Zingonia (IT)
Federica FULIGNI

Poster 121 To Be or Not to Be
Kumru ARAPGİRLİOĞLU, Sebnem HOSKARA, Oktan NALBANTOĞLU

Poster 138 Town-Culture-Nature: a green infrastructure for the ancient Capua
Antonio ACIERNIO, Paolo CAMILLETTI

THEME – Rural Fringe

Poster 98 Evolvement of Culture in Nature - Rural Landscapes from Turkish Mediterranean
Meryem ATIK, Veli ORTAÇESİME, Emrah YILDIRIM

Poster 106 Special Green Space Design Studio 2016: Landscape Architectural Design of a Public Open Space with a Pond in Maňa, Slovakia
Attila TOTH

Attila TOTH

Poster 134 Determination of Water Retention Landscapes
Gülin ÖZDEMİR, Ece AKAGÜNÜZ
THEME – Landscape Perception

**Poster 105**
Landscape Perception from the Road: Mapping Landscape Viewsheds of Spanish Huerta with a Digital Elevation Model and Flow Rate Variables
Clara GARCÍA-MAYOR, Pablo Martí CIRIQUIAN

**Poster 108**
Development of Children Environmental Awareness in Urban Areas
Pelin Şahin KÖRMECLI

**Poster 124**
Visual Landscape Quality as a Tool for Connecting a City and a River: Kızılırmak River and Sivas City
Esra ŞENÖZ ORSAN, Kevser CEYLAN, Nilgül KARADENİZ

**Poster 129**
From pier to island - from internet of things to self-discovery
Alexandra ANTON

THEME – Landscape and Democracy

**Poster 13**
The Relationship among Social Structure, Ecology Based Approaches and Democratic Rights
Melda HASSAMANCIOĞLU, Idil Kanter OTÇU

**Poster 112**
Regenerative Region Tivoli - Latium (Italy, Europe)
Iris DUPPER

**Poster 114**
SE(A)LIVE
Hatice KARACA, Nevter Zafer COMERT, Didem DİZDAROĞLU

**Poster 117**
Architecture as a social issue: the case of Zingonia (IT). A process of shared construction of public space
Serena INDACO

**Poster 120**
Landscape Education for Democracy
Anna SZILAGYI-NAGY, Ellen FETZER, Deni RUGGERI

**Poster 126**
Land Reclaimers
Siri FRECH

**Poster 132**
Boston Community Land Trust: a Participatory Tool for Urban and Landscape Democracy
Nicole DEL RE

**Poster 135**
Nature fragmentation and Limited Access to Greenery - Wilanow City Housing Estate, Warsaw
Maciej WASİLEWSKI, Anna JANUS